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Why is this important?

From an applied science perspective:

 “The successful use of technical measures appears to 
depend largely on their acceptance by industry”. 
(Suuronen and Sarda 2007)
 Batsleer 2017: “Hilborn (1985) was one of the first 

scientist to point out that the lack of knowledge on 
fishers behaviour may underlie the failure of fisheries 
management.”
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Different perspectives

What is it?
 How can we study 

it?
What do we need 

it for?
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What do we require? 
A multi- / transdisciplinary team
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anthropologist

economist

biologists

At sea observers

Behavioural economist

fishermen

Political scientist



(How) Can we make a better link?
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Fisher behaviour in 
fishing practice

Current common representation 
of fishers’ behaviour in 
fisheries science

Traditional beamtrawl 2013,
catchvalue



Why do we want to do this? (1)

 Our image of fishers’ 
behaviour:

 Assumption: we only 
rationalise about the result / 
effect of behaviour, without 
understanding what causes 
the behaviour.

 This is quite fine (I guess) for 
understanding fleet behaviour 
at aggregate level.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.noordzeeloket.nl/images/Bodemberoerende%20visserij%20op%20de%20Noordzee%20-%20Huidige%20situatie,%20recente%20ontwikkelingen%20en%20toekomstscenario%E2%80%99s_4125.pdf Fisheries behaviour research in fisheries science is predominantly done by natural scientists and economists. Mostly by assessing available catch and effort data and by modelling. Fisheries behaviour currently is thus approached by inferring human behaviour from statistics. From recent projects (CCTV, displacement, landing obligation) we have learnt that our current research approaches can be strengthened by making use of social science methods (interviewing, focused group discussions). This ‘add-on’ approach can however be taken a step further by fully integrating the methods and by building a new theoretical framework of understanding fisheries behaviour.  IMARES can play a leading role in this new field. The landing obligation provides an important reason to work on this topic now. It is a fundamental change in policy which makes traditional research methods and analysis-approaches inadequate 



Why do we want to do this? (2)

 Not sufficient to understand 
diversity  

● Within métiers

● i.e. fishermen operate 
in different métiers

 Nor to predict how (big) 
changes will work out.

● i.e. the landing 
obligation in Europe or 
revision technical 
measures
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Within metiers – locatie keuze voor verschillende ‘dorpen’  (community) – Texel naar Engelse gebieden / Urk – op NL zandgrondenhttps://www.noordzeeloket.nl/images/Bodemberoerende%20visserij%20op%20de%20Noordzee%20-%20Huidige%20situatie,%20recente%20ontwikkelingen%20en%20toekomstscenario%E2%80%99s_4125.pdf Fisheries behaviour research in fisheries science is predominantly done by natural scientists and economists. Mostly by assessing available catch and effort data and by modelling. Fisheries behaviour currently is thus approached by inferring human behaviour from statistics. From recent projects (CCTV, displacement, landing obligation) we have learnt that our current research approaches can be strengthened by making use of social science methods (interviewing, focused group discussions). This ‘add-on’ approach can however be taken a step further by fully integrating the methods and by building a new theoretical framework of understanding fisheries behaviour.  IMARES can play a leading role in this new field. The landing obligation provides an important reason to work on this topic now. It is a fundamental change in policy which makes traditional research methods and analysis-approaches inadequate 



How do we (in applied fisheries science) 
deal with fisher’s making choices?

 “In many studies on fishers behaviour economics 
are used as the main driver for the choices of 
individuals (Gordon, 1953, Gillis et al., 1995b, 
Babcock and Pikitch, 2000, Poos et al., 2010, 
Dowling et al., 2012). It is assumed fishers will 
adapt their behaviour and trade-off cost and 
benefits in order to maximize their profits”. 
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J.Batsleer 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The study of Hilborn (1985) created awareness about the influence of fisheries behaviour on the effectiveness of fisheries management. (zin voor citaat nu op dia)Ook uit Batsleer:We expanded the model of Poos et al. (2010) in which each individual vessel in the model has a set of choices, allowing it to respond to management regulations and economic opportunities. In the expanded model individuals choose simultaneously: (1) to go out to fish or to stay in port, (2) a métier, (3) a fishing ground and (4) to discard or land the catch.For each time step, a vessel chooses a métier and one fishing ground (out of 20) based on the optimal choice given the vessel’s state. The catch rates are assumed independent of previous fishing activities in that area. 



Yet....

What we know from social science & behavioural 
economics is that individuals are not rational operating 
individuals. 
 In fact people are ‘predictably irrational’
 In fact people are also very social
 There are rules, there are outcomes, but not in sight 

what happens; compliance?
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Presentation Notes
Heb nu citaat Batsleer ervoor dus eerste zin weggehaald: In addition, one of the main assumptions we have about fishers’ behaviour in modelling is that they are rational operating individuals – maximising some kind of utility.BATSLEER 2017 ABOUT COMPLIANCEAnother aspect is the decision of fishers to comply or non-comply with management measures. Non-compliance, by for example high-grading, quota busting and data-fouling, can pose a serious challenge to the success of management measures. Compliance behaviour in fisheries is not well studied as fishers are often reluctant to disclose the underlying reasons for non-complying. Available studies, however, indicate that compliance will depend on the stringency and efficiency of measures, possibility of being detected, height or severity of sanctions as well as an individuals norms and values (Sutinen et al., 1990, Hønneland, 1999, Hatcher, 2000, Raakjær Nielsen and Mathiesen, 2003). To reduce the resistance to comply with management measures, fisheries managers should require more knowledge and understanding of the implications of imposed management and enforcement measures on compliance decisions with the fleet. 



Example: Landing obligation (1)

 “It (the landing obligation) is designed to trigger 
behavioural change and encourage fishermen to improve 
selectivity voluntarily to avoid catching small low value 
fish that will now have to be landed and counted against 
quota’s.” [EU Commission impact assessment new TM 
2016]
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Example: Landing obligation (2)

 It is expected that the 
landing obligation will 
stimulate fishermen to 
fish more selective.

 Are they able? 

● Technical / rules

● To what point?

 Are they willing?

● Do they support the 
goal and mean of 
the landing 
obligation?
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Kraan & Verweij forthcoming



What drives fishermen’ behaviour?
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Do we understand
why fishermen do what
they do?



An integrated approach:
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Blok – dit is waar we traditioneel wel naar kijken – via effect in visserijwetenschap. Maar de effecten van kennis / worldview / livelihoods en culture niet.



How will we do this?
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Literature
Fisher’ 

behaviour

Literature
Human 

behaviour

Theoretical 
framework

Literature: 
case 

studies

Logbooks & 
diaries of 
fishermen

Participant 
observation

Discuss 
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fishermen

Develop at 
sea 

protocol
Gather 
data

Standardised method to study it (better)?
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1. Literature review 2. insights from behavioural economics & social science – to understand behaviour.3. Develop a theoretical framework4. Fishers’ experience based knowledge5. Logbooks & internet diaries of fishermen6. Participant observation: choices at sea7. develop a protocol8. Gather dataDescribe what currently is done in fisheries science.Get a better understanding of fisher’ behaviour: why do they do what they do?Using social science theoryUsing behavioural insightsUsing social science methodsCombining this with other approachesIf possible integrate these insights in our existing fisheries science. (data collection, analysis)Use these new insights when we advice the government.Due to the applied nature of our work: crucial element is that of change. http://thrillerlezers.blogspot.nl/2015/08/bij-ons-in-de-thrillerlezersgroep.html 



Social practice theory
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Shove et al. (2012) “practices change when 
new elements are introduced or when existing 
elements are combined in new ways”. 
Source: Scherders 2016

Discarding as social practice

Source: Scherders 2016

Decisions of fishers:
- Individual
- social



Insights from behavioural economics

 ‘Humans’ instead of ‘Econs’
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If you want to encourage a behaviour, 
make it Easy, Attractive, Social and Timely 
(EAST)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X9KP8uiGZTs



Thanks!

Please send any tips, 
ideas, links to 
marloes.kraan@wur.nl
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Team effort: M.Kraan, K.Hamon, JJ.Poos, E.van
den Broek, R.Verkempynck, M.de Vries, 
A.Rijnsdorp, E.van Helmond, B.Trapman (+ yet 
unidentified fishermen)

Pics: Schuitemaker #GAP2 project
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